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Grades 1- 8 may be Individual or Group Examinations.
All external examinations are Individual Examinations.
Internal candidates may choose between an Individual or a Group Examination.
Individual and Group Examinations differ in the following questions:
1. Rhythm, 4. Melody, 5. Composition.
External and Internal Individual Musicianship examination candidates will be required to:
1. Rhythm: clapback the rhythm
4. Melody: play back, sing back (singers only) the melody
5. Composition: improvise the response
Internal group musicianship examination candidates will be required to:
1. Rhythm: notate the rhythm
4. Melody: notate the melody
5. Composition: notate the response
Grades 9 - 11 are individual examinations only.
The music will be kept within the vocal range of the candidate. The candidate may also choose to sing an octave
lower than the written pitch.
1. Rhythm: Grades 1 - 8. The clapback rhythm will be played twice. A notated rhythm will be played three times.
Grades 9 -11. The four measure phrase will be played once.
2. Intervals: Grades 1- 5. The interval will be played twice.
Grades 6 - 11. The interval will be played once.
3. Chords and Chord Progressions:
Grades 1- 8. The chord or chord progression will be played twice.
Grades 9 - 11. The chord or chord progression will be played three times.
4, Melody: Grades 1- 8. The playback melody will be played twice. A notated melody will be played three times.
Grades 9- 10. The playback melody will be played twice.
Grades 11. The playback melody will be played three times.
5. Composition: The opening will be played twice.
6. Scale Identification: The scale will be played twice.
7. Noticing Differences: The music will be played twice.
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Grade One Musicianship
1)

Rhythm: to clap back, or notate, the rhythm of a short melody played in 2/4 or 3/4 time.
Rhythmic units: eighth, quarter, dotted quarter, half, and dotted half notes.
Example:

2)

Intervals: to identify the following intervals. The intervals will be played in
broken form.
Above a given note: -2, +2, +3, P4, P5, P5

3)

Chords: to identify whether a triad is major or not major.

4)

Melody: to play back, sing back (singers only), or notate, a short melody. The key will be named, a beat will
be given, and the tonic triad will be played. The melody will be based on the first five notes of a major scale,
and may contain the leap of a third or a fifth. The melody will begin and and end on the tonic.
Example:

5)

Composition: to improvise with an instrument or voice (singers only), or notate, a two-measure response to a
two-measure opening in 2/4 or 3/4 time. The key will be named. The key will be named, the tonic chord will
be played, and the beat will be indicated. The score will be provided.
Improvising: The answering phrase should follow the examiner's in strict time. The key and pitch will suit the
candidate's instrument or voice. The better of two attempts will be marked.
Example:
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6)

Scale Identification: to identify whether a scale consists of five or seven notes. The tonic note is counted
once only.

7)

Noticing Differences: to recognize, from the score, a rhythmic change to a two-measure phrase played by the
examiner. The beat will be indicated. Candidates should be able to describe or clap the change, or circle the
difference in the score.
Example:
Candidate's copy

Examiner plays

Grade Two Musicianship
1)

Rhythm: to clap back, or notate, the rhythm of a short melody played in 2/4 or 3/4 time.
Rhythmic units: eighth, quarter, dotted quarter, half, and dotted half notes.
Example:

2)

Intervals: to identify the following intervals. The intervals will be played in broken form.
Above a given note: -2, +2, -3, +3, P4, P5, P8
Below a given note: -3, P4, P8

3)

Chords: to identify whether a triad is major or minor.

4)

Melody: to play back, sing back (singers only), or notate, a short melody. The key will be named, a beat will
be given, and the tonic triad will be played. The melody will be based on the first five notes of a major scale,
and may contain the leaps of a third and a fifth. The melody will begin and and end on the tonic.
Example
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5)

Composition: to improvise, with an instrument or voice (singers only), or notate, a two-measure response to
a two-measure opening in 2/4 or 3/4 time. The key will be named, the tonic chord will be played, and the beat
will be indicated. The score will be provided.
Improvising: The answering phrase should follow the examiner's in strict time. The key and pitch will suit the
candidate's instrument or voice. The better of two attempts will be marked.
Example:

6)

Scale Identification: to identify whether a scale consists of five, six, or seven notes. The tonic note is
counted once only.

7)

Noticing Differences: to recognize, from the score, a rhythmic or melodic change to a two-measure phrase in
a major key played by the examiner. The beat will be indicated. Candidates should be able to describe or clap
the change, or circle the difference in the score.
Example:
Candidate's copy

Examiner plays

Grade Three Musicianship
1)

Rhythm: to clap back, or notate, the rhythm of a short melody played in 2/4 or 3/4 time.
Rhythmic units: eighth, quarter, dotted quarter, half, and dotted half notes.
Example:
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2)

Intervals: to identify the following intervals. The intervals will be played in broken form.
Above a given note: -2, +2, -3, +3, P4, P5, +6, +7, P8
Below a given note: +2, -3, P4, P5, P8

3)

Chords: to identify, or notate, the root or third of a major or minor triad. The triad will be played in solid
form. The note will follow.

4)

Melody: to play back, sing back (singers only), or notate, a short melody. The key will be named, a beat will
be given, and the tonic triad will be played. The melody will be based on the first five notes of a major scale,
and may contain the leaps of a third and a fifth. The melody will begin on the tonic or mediant and end on
the tonic.
Example:

5)

Composition: to improvise with an instrument or voice (singers only), or to notate, in a major key, a twomeasure answering phrase to a two-measure phrase played by the examiner. The key will be named, the tonic
chord will be played, and the beat will be indicated. The score will be provided.
Improvising: The answering phrase should follow the examiner's in strict time. The key and pitch will suit the
candidate's instrument or voice. The better of two attempts will be marked.
Example:

6)

Scale Identification: to identify whether a scale major or not major.
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7)

Noticing Differences: to recognize, from the score, a rhythmic or melodic change to a four-measure phrase
in a major or minor key played by the examiner. The candidate will be required to point to and explain the
difference, or circle and describe the difference (wrong rhythm, wrong note). The key will be named, the
tonic chord will be played, and the beat will be indicated.
Example:
Candidate's copy

Examiner plays either 1 or 2.
1. Rhythmic change

2. Melodic change

Grade Four Musicianship
1)

Rhythm: to clap back, or notate, the rhythm of a short melody played in 2/4 or 6/8 time.
Rhythmic units: sixteenth, eighth, quarter, dotted quarter, half, and dotted half notes.
Examples:
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2)

Intervals: to identify the following intervals. The intervals will be played in broken form.
Above a given note: -2, +2, -3, +3, P4, P5, +6, +7, P8
Below a given note: -2, +2, -3, +3, P4, P5, -6, P8

3)

Chords: to identify, or notate, the root, third, or fifth of a major or minor triad. The triad will be played in
solid form. The note will follow.

4)

Melody: to play back, sing back (singers only), or notate, a short melody. The key will be named and the
tonic triad will be played. The melody will be based upon the first five notes of a major or natural minor
scale, may contain any leap, and will begin upon the tonic, mediant, or dominant.
Example:

5)

Composition: to improvise with an instrument or voice (singers only), or to notate, in a major key, a twomeasure answering phrase to a two-measure phrase played by the examiner. The key will be named, the tonic
chord will be played, and the beat will be indicated. The score will be provided.
Improvising: The answering phrase should follow the examiner's in strict time. The key and pitch will suit the
candidate's instrument or voice. The better of two attempts will be marked.
Example

6)

Scale Identification: to identify whether a scale is major or natural minor.
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7)

Noticing Differences: to recognize, from the score, the three changes made to pitch and note values of a
melody played by the examiner. The candidate will be required to point to and explain the difference, or
circle and describe the difference (wrong rhythm, wrong note). The key will be named, the tonic chord will be
played, and the beat will be indicated.
Example:
Candidate's copy

Examiner plays

Grade Five Musicianship
1)

Rhythm: to clap back, or notate, the rhythm of a short melody played in 3/4 or 6/8 time.
Rhythmic units: sixteenth, eighth, dotted eight, quarter, dotted quarter, half, and dotted half notes.
Examples:

2)

Intervals: to identify the following intervals. The intervals will be played in broken form.
Above a given note: -2, +2, -3, +3, P4, P5, -6, +6, +7, P8
Below a given note: -2, +2, +3, -3, P4, P5, -6, +6, P8
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3)

Chords: to identify the following chords played in close position: major triad and minor triads (root
position).

4)

Melody: to play back, sing back (singers only), or notate, a short melody. The key will be named and the
tonic triad will be played. The melody will be based on the first five notes of a major or harmonic minor
scale, plus the lower leading note and the upper tonic, and will begin on the tonic, mediant, or dominant.
Example:

5)

Composition: to improvise with an instrument or voice (singers only), or to notate, in a major key, a twomeasure answering phrase to a two-measure phrase played by the examiner. The key will be named, the tonic
chord will be played, and the beat will be indicated. The score will be provided.
Improvising: The answering phrase should follow the examiner's in strict time. The key and pitch will suit the
candidate's instrument or voice. The better of two attempts will be marked.
Example:

6)

Scale Identification: to identify whether a scale is major, natural minor, harmonic minor, or melodic minor.
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7)

Noticing Differences: to recognize, from the score, the four changes made to pitch and note values of a
melody played by the examiner. The candidate will be required to point to and explain the difference, or
circle and describe the difference (wrong rhythm, wrong note). The key will be named, the tonic chord will be
played, and the beat will be indicated.
Example:
Candidate's copy

Examiner plays

Grade Six Musicianship
1)

Rhythm: to clap back, or notate, the rhythm of a short melody played in 2/4, 3/4, or 6/8 time.
Rhythmic units: sixteenth, eighth, dotted eight, quarter, dotted quarter, half, and dotted half notes.
Examples:

2)

Intervals: to identify the following intervals. The intervals will be played in broken form.
Above a given note: -2, +2, -3, +3, P4, TT, P5, -6, +6, -7, +7, P8
Below a given note: -2, +2, +3, -3, P4, TT, P5, -6, +6, +7, P8
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3A)

Chords: to identify the following chords played in close position: major triad and minor triads (root
position), and dominant 7ths (root position).

3B)

Chord Progressions: to name or identify a three-chord progression using:
I, IV, V chords in a major key
i, iv, V chords in a minor key
Chords will be in root position.

4)

Melody: to play back, sing back (singers only), or notate, a short melody. The key will be named and the
tonic triad will be played. The melody will be based on a major or harmonic minor scale and begin on the
tonic, mediant, or dominant.
Example:

5)

Composition: to improvise with an instrument or voice (singers only), or to notate, in a major key, a fourmeasure answering phrase to a four-measure phrase played by the examiner. The key will be named, the tonic
chord will be played, and the beat will be indicated. The score will be provided.
Improvising: The answering phrase should follow the examiner's in strict time. The key and pitch will suit the
candidate's instrument or voice. The better of two attempts will be marked.
Example

6)

Scale Identification: to identify whether a scale is major, natural minor, harmonic minor, melodic minor,
major pentatonic, or minor pentatonic.
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7)

Noticing Differences: to recognize, from the score, the four changes made to pitch, note and rest values, and
dynamics of a melody played by the examiner. The candidate will be required to point to and explain the
difference, or circle and describe the difference (wrong rhythm, wrong note, etc.). The key will be named,
and the tonic chord will be played.
Example:
Candidate's copy

Examiner plays
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Grade Seven Musicianship
1)

Rhythm: to clap back, or notate, the rhythm of a short melody played in 2/4, 3/4, or 6/8 time.
Rhythmic units: sixteenth, eighth, dotted eight, triplet eight, quarter, dotted quarter, half, and dotted half
notes.
Examples:

2)

Intervals: to identify the following intervals. The intervals will be played in broken form.
Above a given note: -2, +2, -3, +3, P4, TT, P5, -6, +6, -7, +7, P8
Below a given note: -2, +2, +3, -3, P4, TT, P5, -6, +6, -7, +7, P8

3A)

Chords: to identify the following chords played in close position: major triad and minor triads (root
position), and dominant 7ths (root position).

3B)

Chord Progressions: to name or identify a four-chord progression using:
I, IV, V, V7 chords in a major key
i, iv, V, V7 chords in a minor key
And to name the cadence as perfect, plagal, or imperfect. Chords will be in root position.

4)

Melody: to play back, sing back (singers only), or notate, a short melody. The key will be named and
the tonic chord will be played. The melody will be based on a major or a minor (harmonic and melodic) scale,
and begin on the tonic, mediant, dominant, or upper tonic.
Example:
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5)

Composition: to improvise with an instrument or voice (singers only), or to notate, in a major key, a fourmeasure answering phrase to a four-measure phrase played by the examiner. The key will be named, the tonic
chord will be played, and the beat will be indicated. The score will be provided.
Improvising: The answering phrase should follow the examiner's in strict time. The key and pitch will suit the
candidate's instrument or voice. The better of two attempts will be marked.
Example:

6)

Scale Identification: to identify whether a scale is major, natural minor, harmonic minor, melodic minor,
major, pentatonic, minor pentatonic, whole tone, or chromatic.
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7)

Noticing Differences: to recognize, from the printed score, the four changes which may include pitch,
rhythm, dynamics, and tempo in a short piano piece played by the examiner. The candidate will be
required to point to and explain the difference, or circle and describe (or notate) the difference. Differences
pitch and rhythm will occur in the upper stave only.
Example:
Candidate's copy
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Examiner plays
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Grade Eight Musicianship
1)

Rhythm: to clap back, or notate, the rhythm of a short melody played twice in 2/4, 3/4, 6/8, or 9/8 time.
Rhythmic units: sixteenth, eighth, dotted eight, duplet eight, triplet eight, quarter, dotted quarter, half, and
dotted half notes.
Examples:

2)

Intervals: to identify the following intervals. The intervals will be played in broken form.
Above a given note: -2, +2, -3, +3, P4, TT, P5, -6, +6, -7, +7, P8, -10, +10, P12
Below a given note: -2, +2, +3, -3, P4, TT, P5, -6, +6, -7, +7, P8, -10, +10, P12

3A)

Chords: to identify the following chords played in close position: major and minor triads (root position),
dominant 7th, major 7th, minor 7th, half diminished 7th, and diminished 7th (root position), and cluster
(secondal), quartel, and polychords.

3B)

Chord Progressions: to name or identify a five-chord progression using:
I, ii, IV, V, V7, vi chords in a major key, and a cadential 6/4 chord
i, iiº, iv, V, V7, VI chords in a minor key, and a cadential 6/4 chord
And to name the cadence as perfect, plagal, imperfect, or deceptive. Chords will be in root position
except for the cadential 6/4.

4)

Melody: to play back, sing back (singers only), or notate, a four-measure melody. The key will be named and
the tonic chord will be played. The melody will be based on a major or a minor (harmonic and melodic) scale,
and begin on the tonic, mediant, dominant, or upper tonic, and my include an anacrusis.
Example:
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5)

Composition: to improvise with an instrument or voice (singers only), or notate, in a major key, a twophrase, eight measure composition. A two-measure opening will be given. The candidate will complete the
first phrase by adding two more measures, and then improvise or compose a four-measure answering
phrase. The key will be named, the tonic chord will be played, and the beat will be indicated. The score will
be provided.
Improvising: The answering phrase should follow the examiner's in strict time. The key and pitch will suit the
candidate's instrument or voice. The better of two attempts will be marked.
Example:

6)

Scale Identification: to identify whether a scale is major, natural minor, harmonic minor, melodic minor,
major pentatonic, minor pentatonic, whole tone, chromatic, blues, or octatonic.
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7)

Noticing Differences: to recognize, from the printed score, the five changes which may include pitch,
rhythm, dynamics, tempo, and articulation, in a short piano piece played by the examiner. The candidate will
be required to point to and explain the difference, or circle and describe (or notate) the difference. Differences
to pitch, rhythm, and articulation will occur in the upper stave only.
Example:
Candidate's copy
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Examiner plays
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Grade Nine Musicianship
1)

Rhythm: to identify the time signature of a four-measure passage in 2/4, 3/4, or 6/8 time.

2)

Intervals: to identify the following intervals. The intervals will be played in broken form.
Above a given note: -2, +2, -3, +3, P4, TT, P5, -6, +6, -7, +7, P8, -9, +9, -10, +10, P12
Below a given note: -2, +2, +3, -3, P4, TT, P5, -6, +6, -7, +7, P8, -10, +10, P12

3A)

Chords: to identify the following chords in close position: major and minor triads in root position and first
inversion; dominant and diminished 7th chords in root position.

3B)

Chord Progressions: to identify using the Extended Roman Numeral system,
a seven-chord two-phrase progression using:
I, ii, ii6, iii, IV, V, V7, vi, viiº6 chords in a major key, and a cadential 6/4 chord
i, iiº, iiº6, III, iv, V, V7, VI, viiº6 chords in a minor key, and a cadential 6/4 chord
And to name the two cadences as perfect, plagal, imperfect, or deceptive.

4)

Melody: to play back, sing back (singers only) the upper part of a simple two-part phrase. The key will be
named and the tonic chord will be played. The phrase will be in a major or a minor key, and the upper part
will begin on a tonic chord tone and my include an anacrusis.
Example:

5A)

Improvising a Baroque Melody (non keyboard and voice candidates): to continue with instrument or
voice (singers only), a given two-measure melodic opening to make eight measures in all, in late 17th or early
18th century style, in a major or a minor key containing no more than to two sharps or flats. The better of two
attempts will be marked.
Example:
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5B)

Realizing a Figured Bass (keyboard candidates): to realize a short figured bass passage for keyboard.
Chords will be limited to: triads in root position and inversions, and dominant 7ths in root position, in a major
or a minor key containing no more than to two sharps or flats.
Example:

6A)

Transposition (instrumental candidates): to transpose at sight an eight-measure melody, up or down a tone or
a semitone, in a major or a minor key. A clef and key suitable to the candidate's instrument will be given.
Example:
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6B)

Singing an Upper Part (voice candidates): to sing at sight the upper part of a four-measure phrase while the
examiner plays the lower part in a major key. The key will be named, the tonic chord and starting note will be
played, and the beat will be indicated.
Example:

7)

Noticing Differences: to recognize, from the printed score, the five changes, which may include pitch,
rhythm, dynamics, tempo, and articulation in a piano piece. The candidate will be required to point
to and explain the differences. Differences will occur in both staves.
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Candidate's copy:
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Examiner plays:
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Grade Ten Musicianship
1)

Rhythm: to identify the time signature of a four-measure passage in 2/4, 3/4, 6/8, or 9/8 time.

2)

Intervals: to identify the following intervals. The intervals will be played in broken and solid form.
Above a given note: -2, +2, -3, +3, P4, TT, P5, -6, +6, -7, +7, P8, -9, +9, -10, +10, P11, P12
Below a given note: -2, +2, +3, -3, P4, TT, P5, -6, +6, -7, +7, P8, -10, +10, P11, P12

3A)

Chords: to identify the following chords in close position: major and minor four-note common chords in root
position, first and second inversion; dominant and diminished 7th chords in root position.

3B)

Chord Progressions: to identify using the Extended Roman Numeral system,
a two-phrase progression using:
I, ii, ii6, ii7, iii, IV, V, V6, V7, V6/5, vi, viiº6 chords in a major key, and a cadential 6/4 chord
i, iiº, iiº6, iiº7, III, iv, V, V6, V7, V6/5, VI, VII, viiº6 chords in a minor key, and a cadential 6/4 chord
And to name the two cadences as perfect, plagal, imperfect, or deceptive.

4)

Melody: to play back, sing back (singers only) the lower part of a simple two-part phrase. The key will be
named and the tonic chord will be played. The phrase will be in a major or a minor key, and the upper part
will begin on a tonic chord tone and my include an anacrusis.
Example:
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5A)

Improvising a Baroque Melody (non keyboard and voice candidates): to continue with instrument or
voice (singers only), a given four-measure melodic opening to make sixteen measures in all, in late 17th or
early 18th century style, in a major or a minor key containing no more than three sharps or flats. The better
of two attempts will be marked.
Example:

5B)

Realizing a Figured Bass (keyboard candidates): to realize a short figured bass passage for keyboard.
Chords will be limited to: triads in root position and inversions, and supertonic and dominant 7ths in root
position and inversions, in a major or a minor key containing no more than three sharps or flats.
Example:
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6A)

Transposition (instrumental candidates): to transpose at sight an eight-measure melody, any interval up to
and including a minor third, in a major or a minor key. A clef and key suitable to the candidate's instrument
will be given.
Example:

6B)

Singing a Lower Part (voice candidates): to sing at sight the lower part of a eight-measure phrase while the
examiner plays the upper part in a major key or a minor key. The key will be named, the tonic chord and
starting note will be played, and the beat will be indicated.
Example:
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7)

Noticing Differences: to recognize, from the printed score, the six changes, which may include pitch,
rhythm, dynamics, tempo, and articulation in a piano piece played by the examiner. The candidate
will be required to point to and explain the differences. Differences will occur in both staves.
Candidate's copy:
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Examiner plays:
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Grade Eleven Musicianship
1)

Rhythm: to identify the time signature of a four-measure passage in 2/4, 3/4, 6/8, 9/8, 5/8, or 7/8 time.

2)

Intervals: to identify the following intervals. The intervals will be played in broken and solid form.
Above a given note: -2, +2, -3, +3, P4, TT, P5, -6, +6, -7, +7, P8, -9, +9, -10, +10, P11, P12
Below a given note: -2, +2, +3, -3, P4, TT, P5, -6, +6, -7, +7, P8, -10, +10, P11, P12

3B)

Chord Progressions: to identify using the Extended Roman Numeral system,
a three-phrase progression using:
I, ii, ii6, ii7, ii6/5, iii, IV, V, V6, V7, V6/5, vi, viiº6, V7/V chords in a major key, and a cadential 6/4 chord
i, iiº, iiº6, iiº7. iiº6/5, III, iv, V, V6, V7, V6/5, VI, VII, viiº6, V7/v chords in a minor key, and a cadential 6/4
chord. And to name the two cadences as perfect, plagal, imperfect, or deceptive.

4)

Melody: to play back, sing back (singers only) both voices of a simple two-part phrase. The key will be
named and the tonic chord will be played. The phrase will be in a major or a minor key, and the upper part
will begin on a tonic chord tone and my include an anacrusis. The phrase will be played twice, after which the
candidate will play or sing the upper voice. The phrase will be played for a third time, after which the
candidate will play the lower voice.
Example:

5A)

Improvising a Classical / Romantic Melody (non keyboard and voice candidates): to continue with
instrument or voice (singers only), a given four-measure melodic opening to make sixteen measures in all, in
Classical or Romantic style, in a major or a minor key containing no more than four sharps or flats. The
better of two attempts will be marked.
Example:
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5B)

Realizing a Figured Bass (keyboard candidates): to realize a short figured bass passage for keyboard.
Chords will be limited to: triads in root position and inversions, diatonic 7ths in root position and inversions,
secondary dominant harmony of closely related keys in root position and inversions, in a major or a minor
key containing no more than four sharps or flats. The 4 - 3 suspension may be used.
Example

6A)

Transposition (instrumental candidates): to transpose at sight an eight-measure melody, any interval up to
and including a major third, in a major or a minor key. A clef and key suitable to the candidate's instrument
will be given.
Example:
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6B)

Singing a Lower Part or Middle Part (voice candidates): to sing at sight the lower or middle part of a
passage of three-part harmony, no longer than 12 measures, while the examiner plays the other parts in a
major or a minor key The key will be named, the tonic chord and starting note will be played, and the beat
will be indicated.
Example:
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7)

Noticing Differences: to recognize, from the printed score, the six changes, which may include pitch,
rhythm, dynamics, tempo, and articulation in a piano piece played by the examiner. The candidate
will be required to point to and explain the differences. Differences will occur in both staves.
Candidate's copy:
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Examiner plays:
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